A journey through Spain’s Rich Culture and
Sublime Cuisine

La Alhambra, Granada

Dear friends,
Awaken your taste buds in the land of El Bulli and Cervantes for the ultimate gastronomic and cultural adventure
during 2015.
According to Restaurant Magazine’s poll of international chefs, restaurateurs, gourmands and restaurant critics,
three out of the best eight restaurants in the world are located on Spanish soil.
On their 2014 edition, the second place has been bestowed to El Celler de Can Roca, a Catalan family restaurant
offering Modern Spanish cuisine; the sixth place has been granted to Mugaritz with its techno-emotional Spanish
cuisine; and the eighth place has been awarded to Arzak, a family-run San Sebastián restaurant skilled in cuttingedge Basque cuisine. Curated as a culinary experience like no other, this exceptional journey will take you to all three.
Stay on the grounds of La Alhambra in picturesque Granada; visit the Guggenheim and Chillida Museums in
the Basque Country; and tour Gaudi’s works in Barcelona. Complete the experience by relishing in a rare caviar tasting
at Europe’s first organic caviar producing sturgeon farm to touring a local market in San Sebastián ushered by a
renowned chef who will then organize a cooking party.
At Greatness we invite you to enjoy privileged access and unique perspectives on the Spanish treasures.
Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea
CEO & Founder

info@greatness.es
Download the complete journey:
Spain's Premium Culinary Experience
Download our Catalogue:
GREATNESS Homes Collection

LA HOYABUELA COUNTRY HOUSE
Available for stays (6 rooms), visits and events up to 150
people

La Hoyabuela Country House, Algarinejo, Granada

This unique Countryside Home is located in the heart of the
Montes Occidentales inside an olive plantation from the
late nineteenth century, which maintains the original mill
and oil cellar. Rebuilt on the ruins of an ancient Arabian
fortress, it is surrounded solely by an olive grove, a stream
and an Arabian garden in which water is the central theme
running through its many fountains and channels. It has an
oil cellar in the old mill, which is ready to hold small events.

During the trip, you learn the secrets of perfecting traditional olive oils as you notice their intricacies during a private
tasting. Lunch will be served with the country estate owners doing the honors.

TORRE SATRÚSTEGUI
Available for visits, experiences and events
The Satrústegui Tower was built in 1884 by Baron
Satrústegui. It sits on the Igueldo hillside and owns one
of the most spectacular views of the city of San Sebastian
and its bay La Concha. A representative example of
eclectic architecture with historicist feel, the tower is
surrounded by a magnificent tree-garden signed by the
well-known landscaper Ducasse.
Torre Satrústegui, San Sebastián

A cozy cooking party tasting and preparing the unique
Basque cuisine together with a recognized local chef at
the property cannot be a better start for your stay in San Sebastián during the journey.

SANTA CLOTILDE PALACE
Available for visits, experiences and events
A bare coastal line in the Costa Brava, full of vineyards
and vegetation, became the paradise of the Marquis of
Roviralta, a man with passion for botany and
gardening, in the early 20th century. He promised
himself that he would create the garden he always
dreamed about and the palace facing the sea where he
would live. And he truly did.
During the journey lunch will be especially catered at
this Palace, a magnificent 1930s property surrounded
by neoclassical sculptures amid manicured gardens of impressive beauty inspired by Villa d’Este in Italy.
Santa Clotilde Palace, Costa Brava
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